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The values of the local efficiency for the mixture 

methanol – water without defoamer increased with the 

increase of M-index and a linear dependence was ob-

served between the change of the local efficiency and 

the M-index. In presence of defoamer, however, the in-

crease of the M-index caused decrease of the local effi-

ciency from 87,3% to 84,65%, i.e. it can be assumed 

that when defoamer is added then the surface tension 

does not exert significant effect on the degree of sepa-

ration.  
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Abstract 

In this article provides information about digital modeling programs and programming languages, besides 

models and programs which are created based on them.  
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Until the twentieth century, there were two differ-

ent methods of studying the object in science, theoreti-

cal and practical methods. In the middle of the twenti-

eth century, computer technology flourished. This led 

to a new approach to science and a new style of re-

search. In the process of complex computing, it is pref-

erable to use computer technology. Because it increases 

the speed and accuracy of the calculation. 

 
Figure 1. 2D model of a silicon-based solar cell embedded in a nanoparticle generated in Sentaurus TCAD. 
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Computer modeling is a combination of theory 

and practice. There are many modeling programs. 

These include Synopsys's Sentaurus TCAD (Technol-

ogy Computing Aided Design) and Silvaco Atlas 

TCAD, which are widely used in modeling semicon-

ductor devices. In these modeling programs, TCL (Tool 

Command Language) is used to create the model [4]. 

This requires programming skills from the user. The 

advantage of this software package is the ability to cre-

ate models in 3D and 2D. If we want to model a semi-

conductor device in 2D, we need to pay attention to the 

symmetry of the device. Suppose we want to create a 

model of a simple p-n transition solar cell [5]. In order 

to do this, we need to have knowledge about the process 

of making the solar cell, its structure, and the physical 

processes that take place inside it. But the results ob-

tained in these modeling programs are very close to the 

results obtained in the experiment. That is, the error rate 

is very low. Together with the staff of the Renewable 

Energy Sources Scientific Laboratory, we experimen-

tally measured the photoelectric parameters of the solar 

cell and created a model of this solar cell using the Sen-

taurus TCAD [6]. The results obtained proved that the 

accuracy of the modeling program was in fact high. In 

addition, scientists around the world also acknowledge 

that the results obtained at the Sentaurus TCAD are 

close to reality. So far, we have modeled the construc-

tion of many solar cells using the Sentaurus TCAD [7]. 

A clear example of this is the model of a solar cell em-

bedded in a nanoparticle (Figure 1) [1]. There are also 

purpose-built modeling programs. For example, the 

PVLighthouse online program is designed to model so-

lar cells only. We use PVLighthouse’s Wafer Ray 

Tracer module to determine the optical properties of 

textured and optically coated solar cells (Figure 2) [8]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Working window of Wafer Ray Tracer model inside PVlighthouse 

 

We can model a whole system, not just one solar 

element. In this case, we mainly need knowledge of 3D 

graphics. That is, we need to create a 3D or 2D view of 

the system we want to model. One of the most widely 

used programs in engineering is Comsol Multiphysics. 

The reason this program is evolving is that it does not 

require knowledge of programming in use. We just 

need to create a 3D geometric model and the physical 

processes that take place in it. In our research, we used 

this program to model the flexo-photovoltaic effect on 

silicon-based solar cells. The ability to model semicon-

ductor devices was created by adding the Semiconduc-

tors library in version 5.5 of Comsol Multiphysics, re-

leased on November 14, 2019.  
We use programming languages to translate the 

sequence of actions we are thinking of into machine 
language. There are many programming languages. It 
makes sense to choose a programming language based 

on the program we are creating. Today, programming 
languages have developed to such an extent that they 
are widely used in all fields. To study solar elements, 
we use C #, Python, and Visual Basic programming lan-
guages. These include Suntulip-AGAUz [3] for deter-
mining the optical properties of solar cells using the C 
# programming language, STGRAPH for processing 
the results obtained in the PVlighthouse, STTempera-
ture for determining the effect of temperature on the ki-
netic characteristics of silicon-based solar cells, and a 
new We have developed STVertical [2] programs that 
determine the effect of geometric dimensions on the 
photoelectric and thermal properties of a 3D photoelec-
tric power device. From the C # programming lan-
guage, we develop programs for the Windows operat-
ing system with high graphics and fast calculations. For 
the first time, we created a new library for the C # pro-
gramming language to make it easier to calculate the 
optical properties of solar elements. Another feature of 
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the C # programming language is that in Unity we can 
write a script so that the object obeys the laws of phys-
ics. Because Visual Basic is a syntax and functional 
language, we use it to perform simple calculations. 

Python programming language has emerged as the 
highest level programming language to date. This is be-
cause it has open source and soda syntax. Python pro-
gramming language is widely used in all fields. That's 
because it has so many libraries. There are PVlib and 
Solcore libraries for studying solar panels and model-
ing semiconductor solar cells. Fluctuations occur when 
we plot a graph of experimental results. Nonlinear re-
gression is used in mathematical statistics to eliminate 
it and create a clear graph. One of the fastest growing 
areas of programming is Machine Learning. We use the 
Machine Learning algorithm in the Python program-
ming language to determine the optimal values ob-
tained in experiments. 

In conclusion, the use of a software package for 
modeling in the study of semiconductor devices in-
creases productivity and accuracy. 
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Abstract 

The article considers the fabrication of flat cellulose acetate membranes by the phase inversion method. The 

scheme of complex production of flat cellulose acetate membranes for reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration and micro-

filtration is presented. The composition of the molding solution, possible solvents of cellulose acetate, technolog-

ical processes of production are considered. 

Анотація 

В статті розглянуто виготовлення плоских ацетатцелюлозних мембран методом інверсії фаз. Предста-

влено схему комплексного виробництва плоских ацетатцелюлозних мембран для зворотного осмосу, уль-

трафільтрації і мікрофільтрації. Розглянуто склад формувального розчину, можливі розчинники ацетату 

целюлози, технологічні процеси виробництва. 
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